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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Oysters
may be traditional, but there are lots of places to buy them in the Bay Area. We have been greatly enjoying Pt Reyes for 30
years, and consider it a rare, wild place. Let's keep it that way. We don't have to put a business on every acre of unbuilt land, and
we certainly should not in a National Park with really great Wilderness area. JB
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Estruaries are the nurseries of the world. The oyster farmers were given until 2012. Time is up. Ten more years of profit for
them is ten more years of poverty for us.
I
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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While I can understand the owners of the oyster operations wanting to extend their "lease" in Drakes Estero, they have had 35 to
make other plans. I would like to see the National Park Service uphold its original agreement of stopping the oyster company
operations in 2012.
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Thank you for your aciton in this manner and your protection of this area.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

This area is a real treasure and deserves our full protection. So much of the natural world has been degraded, diminshed and
destroyed. That alone makes the urgency to protect this wilderness area all the more crucial. Thank you for protecting our
national heritage as Congress intended.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of

protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
If you have ever been here, you would know that this is one of the most beautiful places in California. It should be protected not
only for the sake of its beauty, but for the sake of the environment.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended--I was just there
yesterday. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to
enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these
special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks and a lifelong resident of
the Bay Area, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to
commercialize these special places.
I hope to someday bring my future children to enjoy the singular beauty of Drakes Estero, a gem of unspoiled marine habitat in
the Bay Area region.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
My in-laws live very near to Tomales Bay (my wife is a Tomales High School graduate), so I am somewhat familiar with this
area. Everything that can be done to restore and preserve the wild character of this unique estuary should be realized.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
We cannot express our wishes any better than stated above. Too much of our California wilderness areas have disappeared over
the years to commercial wants!
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service because I believe it is your duty to take the necessary steps to protect Drakes
Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness
protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals
give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our
nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests
seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Thy land and wild life it supports is for us, meaning the people to enjoy, to learn from, to renew our commitment for the
protection of preservation of our riches that make us for generations to come. It is not for special interest to exploit and to
destroy for the benefit of a few.
Don't destroy our national heritage by sacrificing our parks. No amount of short term profit margins can make up for forever
losses.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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The National Park Service should protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to
have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge
where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress
long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, Do not undermine protections at Drakes Estero
and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws. Sincerely,
Warren Gold 300 Monte Vista Ave Mill Valley, CA 94941-5080
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Morgan, Niles
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I've hiked at Pt. Reyes and believe that ending the oystering operation is the best thing to preserve this area.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. This the
only coast line we have i Calif. Do the right thing!! If you don't who will?? TIA, FrankD.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Ruud, Karter
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Swanson, Fred
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Ford, Julie
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Acking, Inger
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Crittenden, Mollie
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Please
help us keep this beautiful area protected.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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As a 4th-generation Californian and a lover and protector of the ocean for over 50 years, I am writing to urge the National Park
Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's
only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds
stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As
someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and
succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Wild
places are very important and our children deserve a world that has true wilderness.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. Especially now,
with somany California State parks closing, we, the people need every scrap of public land available to be saved for the
common good. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations
to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these
special places. Please don't let special interests with tempting offers derail conservation.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Beautiful, awe-inspiring, natural. Drakes Estero is worthy of protection. I am writing to urge the National Park Service to
protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only
marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone
who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to
special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Please help preserve this most amazing ecosystem. We must continue to be good stewards of this earth; at times we are failing
so badly. Let this not be one of them.
Thank you.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,

as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Most commercial fisheries have relocated elsewhere. The one remaining has not demonstrated any need for this particular piece
of coastline, whereas Congress long ago deemed the arguments sufficiently compelling to slate the area for protection as a
Wilderness Area. If anything, the need for these protections has increased. There is no conceivable reason to retract their
commitment.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

Please set an example for all of our parks to follow. Do not commercialize!!
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. I grew
up in Marin County and experienced the beauty of this wonderful area. Although I live in Santa Barbara now, I bring my
daughter back to Northern Cal and my roots and find this place truly an incredible resource that must be protected and secured
for my daughter and her future.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. I grew
up in Marin County and experienced the beauty of this wonderful area. Although I live in Santa Barbara now, I bring my
daughter back to Northern Cal and my roots and find this place truly an incredible resource that must be protected and secured
for my daughter and her future.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,

as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Point Reyes has a special meaning to me. It was a place of refuge and renewal at certain times in my life. I urge you to preserve
this treasured place, and to continue its development by resisting comercialization.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. We
must preserve the lands we have, we are already losing 200 species a day.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Slowly but surely the fantastic wilderness in the U.S. is being destroyed by the greedy and ill-intentioned. Please show wisdom
and decency in protecting the beautiful country that is left.
Thank you.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Why set a deadline if it is not going to be honored? I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero
wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected
for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth,
and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's
spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to
commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection, as Congress has long intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Please do what you know is right, you are the ones to do it, save our beautiful area
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Please consider the importance of this piece of legislation to protect this important wild area and choose alternative A to support
our wild lands.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Pt. Reyes has long been an important element of my family - our visits to the park throughout my childhood have deeply rooted
an appreciation for untamed wilderness. To this day my boyfriend and make annual biking trips to camp and hike through the
park and it saddens me to know that it might soon be lost to commercial ventures. Please protect Drakes Estero for our future
generations.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
PLEASE===PLEASE===PLEASE
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. I have
friends who have gotten a ticket for just walking their bikes across an area of the wilderness area. Just because the boats and
people who manage the nets never touch land nearby doesn't mean they aren't affecting the area around the shore or the water
purity.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest
level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private

commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
The oyster folks have had their day in the sun and now it's time for them to move on.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Kramer, Julie
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended.
We deserve to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare
wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended.
Please do not undermine protections at Drakes Estero. Do not allow commercialization of these very special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I believe this is so important that I am writing to strongly urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness
next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future
generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish
spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular
national parks, Please: I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to
commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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To Whom it May Concern, The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future
generations to enjoy. I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. Drakes
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest
level of protection. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at
Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Thank you for your time and
consideration,
Anna Damoth
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these
special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I truly hope that the National Park Service makes every effort to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. This protection is
part of a long plan that never meant to leave it out. Don't you agree that the American public should have the West Coast's only
marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone
who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to
special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. As a
northern Californian who has visited this beautiful area many times over the years, I believe that it is of extreme importance to
protect the natural resources of this unique area on California's coast. Indeed, I was amazed to learn that this indeed did not
happen years ago as I had understood that protection was already in place for this marine wilderness area.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting

this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Point Reyes is a soul sanctuary for the whole Bay Area. Once damaged, it can NEVER be replaced! I am writing to urge the
National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the
West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where
migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress longintended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes
Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I have spent many hours exploring the wonders of the Point Reyes seashore, including bird watching at Schooner Bay. Please
protect this place from blatant commercialization. The park is to benefit the public, not just one entrepeneur or one industry.
Maintaining a shell fish industry in the Park is counter to the mission of preserving open lands and opening them to the
enjoyment of the nature loving public.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
Sincerely, Pamela Williams PO Box 190 3945 Road 38 Alpaugh, CA 93201-0190 UNITED STATES
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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My family and I have spent many summers enjoying the breath-taking beauty and distinct array of wildlife at Point Reyes
National Seashore. I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as longintended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to
enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these
special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
PLEASE PROTECT DRAKES ESTERO AND END THE COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS THERE NOW. CHOOSE
ALTERNATIVE "A" NOW. THANK YOU.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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As a former national park ranger-naturalist and active conservationist, I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect
Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine
wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over,
harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who
enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special
interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while

commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Please protect our wild places, If they are destroyed we will never get them back.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while

commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Please, this is important for protecting our marine wilderness. I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes
Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness
protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals
give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our
nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests
seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. It is the West Coast's only marine wilderness
protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals
give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. It is vital to not undermine
protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I'm sure the oyster operation can be moved into a less delicate area -- please the preserve be save without intrusion of big
business interests.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
We have already lost too many of our wild places to commercialization, exploitation by private interests and careless overuse.
Let us save what we have while there is still a chance.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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As a frequent visitor to Point Reyes I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year
as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future
generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish
spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular
national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to
commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. This action has been scheduled for
a long time. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to
enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It
deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national
parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these
special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
As much as I enjoy the oysters from the oyster farm -- a deal is a deal - they need to honor the original contract as the many
ranchers and other folks in the area who purchased leases when the National Seashore was created. The precident of a
commercial entity thinking they can take on the parks essential policies, attack the basic tenets that created the park for financial
gain is a horrible precedent for all our National Parks.
Please when the oyster farm's lease is up - they need to go - as initially planned.
As a 60 year resident of Marin County, I urge you to honor the original contract. Do NOT renew the lease of the Drake's Estero
Oyster Farm.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private

commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Ditzler, Richard
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,07,2011 23:08:14
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
(I have read the above and fully agree!)
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Thank
you so very much for giving your all to protecting this cherished bit of land!
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I have many fond memories of my family's camping, hiking, and bird-watching in the Pt. Reyes area. I would hope that many
other parents would be able to share similar experiences with their children.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Could we please get the mom and pop shop out of our designated wilderness estuary? Anything less than this is just another
smelly special interest deal. We can all buy oysters from Tomales Bay and will live to tell the tale! What is all this hoopla
about? Lunney knew the lease would expire...thank God.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
In fact I encourage you to strengthen and expand the protection!
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

As a former director of the California Golden Gate Biosphere Reserve; I hope you will consider A as your choice.
If not. you will here a lot more from me!
;
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of

protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
This is the ONLY Marine Wildlife Sanctuary on the West Coast! Leave it alone!
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park
Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative. Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically
significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a
critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes Estero be given the highest federal level of
protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012. This can only be accomplished by selecting
Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. Alternative A is the most consistent with National
Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and
the National Park experience. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks
should not prioritize commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in
a natural state for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is
irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private

commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Please allow the Drakes Estero marine wilderness area to finally be truly wild, as Congress established in 1976. Do not permit
the lone commercial shellfishing operation to remain past its agreed upon deadline. It's noisy motorboats, thousands of plastic
mesh oyster bags, and millions of non-native oysters are incompatible with wilderness.
This estuary is a valuable marine habitat that deserves to be protected for posterity and not ruined for corporate gain.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
There are too few large essentially unaltered estuaries like this left in California that can be easily accessed by persons living
close by. Additionally there is plenty of oyster farming in nearby Tomales Bay. Drakes Estero and its ecology should be
protected for all.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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My buddy and I hiked this area back when it was still privately held -- we had to seek the grudging permission of the owner,
who ran cattle on the property -- I daresay he feared we'd molest his cows..
Walking on Limantour spit was an uncanny esperience, caught in some incohate world of fog, sand and sea! The entire Seashore
deserves protection which will simultaneously guarantee access to, and protection from, the public. I know of no other place
remotely like it.
I urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long intended. The American public deserves
to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge
where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress
long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at
Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,

as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to thoroughly research whether the private oyster company that has been allowed
to operate in the the Pt Reyes National Seashore for the last years is truly a detriment to the natural surroundings. There has been
a lot controversy and along with that misinformation. Please do due diligence and analyze the data in a clear understanding
manner to determine whether the oyster grower should remain. Thank you.

disregard the lower portion of this note as it was written as a form letter, which I chose to use to simplify matters and am unable
to edit to my satisfaction.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,

as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
This is a pristine area. I often travel up there to go steelhead fishing. I can't imagine this beautiful area is being threatened by
greed once again.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I have hiked at Drakes Estero wilderness and was deeply moved by its wildness. I urge the National Park Service to protect
Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine
wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over,
harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who
enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special
interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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National Park Service, please protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as you have long promised.It is vital to have the West
Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating
birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection, as Congress long-intended.
As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and
succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
Sincerely, Robert Roos 260 Worthington St Spring Valley, CA 91977-6107 UNITED STATES
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As a longtime Bay area native who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge
you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special
places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while

commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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As a Registered Nurse in Arcata and an advocate for healthy people and places, I am writing to urge the National Park Service
to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only
marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone
who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to
special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

People need places to feel open and free, to know wild places exist, to remember times when life was honest and flowing.
Preserve these values for all of us, past present and future.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

How about saving SOMETHING for future generations.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I have lived in West Marin since 1982. I have also worked with businesses in agriculture and aqua-culture. There is nothing in
the science of the report that shows substantial (or even minor) adverse effects on the water or environment from the Lunny
oyster farm. Failure to renew the lease will undermine people's confidence in our government's ability to encourage normal
people to make a living off the land while still preserving and protecting natural resources. Please see the 2009 Nobel-prize
winning treatise by Dr. Elinor Ostrom, "Governing the Commons". She demonstrates that stewardship of natural resources from
the "bottom up", by people who live in, and make their living from, the common pool resource is much more successful in
protecting the environment than "top down" regulations imposed by a distant governmental authority. The Lunny oyster farm
would be the perfect example to illustrate her principle that there must be a congruence between rules governing appropriation
of the resource and local conditions, including considerations of labor, material, and money.
The unethical and unscientific behavior of the National Park system in this case is enough to drive people into the arms of the
Tea Party.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private

commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Newcomb, Richard
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,08,2011 01:32:12
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Cronin, Tom
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,08,2011 01:32:23
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. I know
this place well. It's sacred, one of those all-too-rare places where we can let go of the stress of the mechanized, built world and
feel our deep connection to the living, organic world that gives us much-needed solace and a haven for the spirit. Here, I can
breathe the same air that inspired ("in-spirit") indigenous people down through the ages, and must have filled the lungs of
Drake's crew.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves
to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge
where migrating birds stop, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection. As someone who
enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special
interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Enrique, Veronica
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,08,2011 01:38:54
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Addison, Richard
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

Please respect our native and natural wildlife! Thank you
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Mehrens, Belurae
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,08,2011 01:40:37
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
Please protect the Drakes Estero wilderness. All Americans deserve to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected
for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop , harbor seals give birth, and
fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's
spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to
commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Thier, Judy
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,08,2011 01:41:46
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Brabeck, Peter
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Nov,08,2011 01:41:51
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Wetzork, John
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,08,2011 01:42:28
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,08,2011 01:42:38
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am a regular visitor, hiker and camper at Pt Reyes National seashore. I understand that the only reason this seashore does not
have the protection it needs is because of this bid by an oyster company to extend their lease which was always meant to cease
in 2012. This enterprise includes noise, boats and other disruptions to this rare bird and wildlife sanctuary. I am writing to urge
the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have
the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where
migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress longintended. As someone who enjoys many of our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at
Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. It would set a dangerous
precedent for usage in a park preserve and was never meant to be allowed after the end of their lease. We have white pelicans,
seal herds, owls, herons, rails and many many other amazing estuary creatures to protect.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Nowka, Doug
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,08,2011 01:47:25
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Larson, Janet
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Coddington, Tracey
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Nov,08,2011 01:48:22
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

This area is so special, with so much diverse wild life that needs the protection.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Roth, Rebecca
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,08,2011 01:48:42
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Nov,08,2011 01:48:47
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Nov,08,2011 01:48:58
Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Cufaude, Tara
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I write to you today to ask you to carry out the 35-year old plan and intention to make Drakes Estero a wilderness in 2012.
Having given 35 years notice is certainly sufficient for what I understand is a single business left in that area, in particular a
business that keeps disturbing the natural environment. I have visited Point Reyes a couple of times, since I live in California,
and have always loved the amazing populations of birds there--and I know the marine life is just as varied and amazing and
worth protecting. Please carry out the plan decided on a long time ago which is now due or over-due. We all deserve to have this
place protected and not used and abused by a single relatively small economic entity.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's ONLY marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to NOT
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and NOT TO succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special
places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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GENTLEPERSONS: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as longintended. WE HAVE VISITED THIS MAGICAL PLACE WITH OUR FAMILY (see below) AND SPIRITS WERE
UPLIFTED IN THE BEST TRADITION OF JOHN MUIR'S PASSION FOR OUR REMAINING WILD PLACES.The
American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest
level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. THANK
YOU.
Ilse with husband Dan and grown children Chris and Erik who are now, respectively, mother and father to 2 young children
each
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Time is up for oysters! Time to protect the wonderful Point Reyes!
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who lives within easy reach of Point Reyes and enjoys our nation's
spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to
commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Time is up for oysters! Time to protect the wonderful Point Reyes!
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while

commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. What
will be left for your children and grandchildren of wildlife and nature's special places if you fail to preserve all you can now. It
can never be retrieved once destroyed.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Our
children and grandchildren are depending on our stewardship. Please don't let them down.

Sincerely,
Christine, Liz, and Dan Keays
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of

protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Will you lovely people at the National Park Service please do your best to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year?
It's so important to future generations that the West Coast's only marine wilderness is protected. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife
refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as
Congress long-intended.
I'm a big hiker, walker, and enthusiastically enjoy our nation's spectacular national parks. I urge you to not undermine
protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. It deserves the
highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to
special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,

as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Ignore the standard Sierra Club text written below. I believe that Drakes Oyster Company is a sustainable and environmentally
sound form of Aquaculture, and should have its lease renewed.
The waters are well protected, being part of the national seashore. Any additional protection wilderness may afford doesn't seem
to be needed to me.
Once again - ignore what is below. This is one issue I don't agree with the Sierra Club on. I DO NOT support alternative A.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,

as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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DRAKES BAY IS
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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The oyster operation is fine with me. I enjoy eating these super-fresh shellfish everytime I visit Pt Reyes. The dairy/cattle
ranches should be phased out if the oyster farm is forced to close. Cows are just as non-native as the oysters, and are responsible
for far more polution than the oyser farm, which seems like a rather clean operation.Then there is the erosion the bovine cause.
If the oyster farms go, the dairy ranches must go, too.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I have personally researched the issue and phoned other people to rally them to action on the issue of protecting Drake's Estero.
I'm writing the National Park Service today in order to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended by the US
Congress.
The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn.
It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero.
Do not succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize this beautiful estuary.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting

this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Tyler, Steve
Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Throndson, Jan
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Araya, Sylvia
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to insist the National Park Service protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I am a native Californian, and the beauty of this state is plays a big part in making this a desirable place to live. The protected
habitats have provided wonderful memories of school trips and outings with family to learn about and appreciate marine and
coastal wildlife throughout my life. I raised my adult son in the Bay Area, and some of his fondest memories and educational
experiences came from family trips and marine biology classes at the local piers.
Please protect California's treasures by selecting alternative A legislation.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. The challenges we face in the
coming years in terms of impacts on our fisheries and the coastal impacts of climate change require that we take steps
immediately to protect our coastal resources and ensure that we have estuaries that can provide the full range of ecosystem
services.
The Point Reyes area is an important sanctuary for mny human visitors as well as providing the West Coast's only marine
wilderness protected area. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and
fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular
national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to
commercialize these special places.
Protect our fragile, crucial coastal ecosystems, which will help us all to have a more secure and sustainable future.
Thank you.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the
highest level of protection as Congress intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I am generally
in support of the oyster production there as long as it is done in a sustainable way. I have been there often and find it extremely
peaceful. I have never noticed any disruptive boat engine noises.
Sara
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
It is important to me that fair and consistent regulations be applied in Drakes Estero. If it is in fact a protected marine
wilderness, then oyster farming has no place there, whether it is a new company or the one that is currently occupying the area.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not

undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Huddleston, Molly
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Do the right thing and protect this special place for generations to come.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. This
space was a special place for me while I attended seminary in San Anselmo. I cherish the memories and hope others in the
future can do the same.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of

protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Ranieri, Theresa
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Vosburg, Philip
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as has been long-intended. The
American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest
level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Please do your part to help spread peace by saving this utterly peaceful spot on Earth.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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The 35 year greace period allowed the oyster operation at Dakes Estero was generous and unfortunate for this wilderness area.
The operators have known their days were numbered and had time to plan accordingly. Now let this area restore itself to its
prestine condition. And let them take their non-native oysters with them...hopefully all of them.
This is the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected coastal area. Please preserve it for the generations to come.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended.
The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn.
I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these
special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
If you have ever spent time at Point Reyes, you would know that it should be protected in perpetuity - all of it.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Drakes Estero is a special and wonderful area. I have been going to Point Reyes for over 20 years and am very excited that the
oyster company will be leaving in 2012, making way for wilderness. It is only right that the agreement that this commercial use
end in 2012 be enforced. There are other commercial oyster companies on Tomales Bay. The oyster farm in Drakes Estero
cannot help but have a negative effect on many species, even if that has not been fully documented.

I am concerned about the controversy regarding the National Park Service study of the harbor seals. If the scientific data did not
really support the conclusions regarding the harbor seals, the National Park Service should admit it made a mistake. However,
even if that is the case, the higher value of reclaiming wilderness and sticking to the 2012 expiration date should still be
honored.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
It's time to give this area back to the wildlife, there is so few places left for us to protect. Please help to save these places for the

generations to come.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places and not
let them be forever destroyed.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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We are writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Mr. Lunny purchased the oyster company knowing full well that his lease would expire in 2012. We see no possible reason for
why it should be extended.
If for some reason we do not understand NPS chooses to continue oyster farming in the Estero, then the opportunity to run this
business must be put out to bid.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Lets keep to the original agreement and phase out the commercial operation in 2012.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness

and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review

shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness when the current commercial shellfish
operation's permit expires in 2012. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for
future generations. As a small plane pilot who flies for the environment, I know Drakes Estero well from the air. It is a rare
wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It should have the highest level of
protection possible by Congress. I urge you to not allow the protection of Drakes Estero to be undermined by special interests
seeking to commercialize this special place.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I just spent a long afternoon enjoying the beauty of Point Reyes. The Oyster Factory has had plenty of time to make appropriate
changes, extending their request to operate for another 10 years is really unfair & rewarding them for not having a plan after all
this time.The oysters are not native to the area and their operation can be moved elsewhere. The area should be protected as the
real wilderness it was intended to be when it became part of the National Park Service so long ago.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I have so many happy memories of picnicking at Drakes Beach when I was a child. I hope that this beautiful shoreline will be
preserved in its natural state for all to enjoy in perpetuity.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero. Please don't succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.

